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Conventional small molecule drug-discovery approaches target

protein pockets. However, the limited number of geometrically

distinct pockets leads to widespread promiscuity and deleteri-

ous side-effects. Here, the idea of COmposite protein LIGands

(COLIG) that interact with each other as well as the protein

within a single ligand binding pocket is examined. As a practi-

cal illustration, experimental evidence that E. coli Dihydrofolate

reductase inhibitors are COLIGs is presented. Then, analysis of

a non-redundant set of all holo PDB structures indicates that

almost 47–76% of proteins (based on different sequence

identity thresholds) can simultaneously bind multiple, interact-

ing ligands in the same pocket. Moreover, most ligands that

are either Singletons and COLIGs bind at the bottom of ligand

binding pocket and occupy 30% and 43% of the volume of

the bottom of the pocket. This suggests the use of COLIGs as

a potential new class of small molecule drugs. VC 2016 Wiley

Periodicals, Inc.

DOI: 10.1002/jcc.24523

Introduction

The field of small molecule drug discovery has to a large

extent, been protein pocket centric. Pockets are surface con-

cavities on proteins where substrates and allosteric modulators

bind that can, in principle, be targeted for drug-discovery pur-

poses.[1] The interactions of small molecules with functional

groups in a protein’s pocket underlie most in silico approaches

to drug discovery. Identification, comparison and analyses of

binding pockets are pivotal for structure-based drug design

endeavors, hit identification in virtual ligand screening,[2]

detection of secondary binding sites,[3] annotation of functions

in orphan hypothetical proteins,[4] and efforts at predicting

drug side-effects by assessing off-target interactions.[5]

Mutations of critical amino acid residues in protein pockets

have the potential for disrupting both the shape and chemical

complementarity to the ligand of interest. The effect of these

mutations on drug binding and drug response depends on

the residue that gets mutated and its three-dimensional struc-

tural context.[6] Several examples have been presented in the

literature which show that mutation of critical amino acid resi-

dues in the pocket leads to widespread drug-resistance.[7,8] For

example, the T315I gatekeeper mutation in the Abl kinase

domain acquired after treatment with ATP analogues leads to

�20% of patients having clinically acquired resistance.[9,10]

Likewise, the T790M gatekeeper mutation in combination with

the oncogenic L858R mutation in Epidermal growth receptor

tyrosine in the tyrosine kinase Epidermal growth receptor

accounts for resistance to gefitinib and erlotinib in approxi-

mately half of clinical cases.[11,12] More generally, drug resis-

tance acquisition by several protein targets from pathogenic

microbes have been directly shown to arise from mutations

critical for drug-binding.[13–15]

Overcoming the problem of drug resistance acquired

through mutations on the protein target pockets is difficult, as

such mutations spontaneously occur in a system under selec-

tion pressure. However, as the number of residues with which

a given small molecule interacts grows, the relative effect on

binding affinity of a given residue mutation diminishes.[16]

Thus, one strategy to overcome resistance is to introduce larg-

er ligands. However, following Lipinski, these larger ligands

might not be as bioavailable.[17] One way to surmount this dif-

ficulty is to find a pair of (or more) ligands that simultaneously

interact with each other and the protein pocket; we term such

ligands pairs COmposite protein LIGands (COLIGs). Are there

examples in nature of such composite protein–ligand interac-

tions that can serve a role model for drug discovery?

Another reason to examine the role played by COLIGs is

provided by recent work which shows that there are about

500 structurally distinct ligand binding pockets in nature.[18,19]

While it is likely true that a given ligand binds to similar pock-

ets in off-target proteins with varying specificities, such off tar-

get binding is one likely cause of drug side effects.[20] Similar

effects are likely to occur for endogenous metabolites.[21] Yet,

cells have well defined biochemical pathways and biological

functions.[22–24] Somehow biochemical control must emerge

from the background of ligand-multiple protein target interac-

tions. One way of reducing promiscuity could be the coopera-

tive binding of multiple, interacting ligands in a given pocket;

this possibility is explored here.

In this manuscript, we introduce the concept of COLIGs and

show that a large fraction of PDB holo structures are bound to

more than one ligand and that a substantial fraction of these
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structures have at least one pair of spatially proximate ligands

that interact with each other as well as the residues in the

protein pocket. First, we present experimental evidence for

COLIGs in the biologically important protein, DHFR and show

that a subset of folate analogues target the protein-NADPH

COLIG pocket. Next, we systematically examine ligand-bound

holo structures for the purpose of understanding druggable

pockets with a substantial interaction surface contributed by a

pair of small molecules. Finally, we examine the implications of

our results for developing better drug discovery methods by

reducing drug resistance and enhancing binding specificity.

Methods

Reagents

All reagents and chemicals, unless mentioned otherwise, were

of high quality and procured from Sigma-Aldrich Co., Amresco,

or Fisher Scientific. E. coli dihydrofolate reductase was provid-

ed by Prof. Eugene Shakhnovich, Harvard University. The

Developmental Therapeutics Program of the National Cancer

Institute of the NIH provided the small molecules NSC309401,

NSC339578, and NSC740.

Binding studies using differential scanning fluorimetry

Binding of the diaminopyrroloquinazoline and diaminopteri-

dine classes of molecules to E. coli DHFR (EcDHFR) was tested

by differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF). The experiments

were carried out following previously reported protocols from

our lab.[1,2,4,25] Briefly, the reactions were carried out in 96 well

plates on the RealPlex quantitative PCR instrument (Eppendorf,

NY). The reaction mixture contained 100 mM HEPES pH 7.3

and 150 mM NaCl with 5x concentration of the reporter dye

Sypro orange. Various compounds were tested for binding at

100 lM concentrations with or without the cofactor NADPH

(100 lM) and 10 lM EcDHFR.

Database preparation

The list of holo protein structures was obtained from Ligand

Expo[26] and their structures (92,437 as of July 2016) down-

loaded from the Protein Data bank.[27] Holo structures whose

ligands have less than six heavy atoms were excluded as well

as those with “irrelevant” ligands (those used in crystallization

solutions or any considered as L-peptide linking ligands by the

PDB; see Supporting Information for a list of irrelevant ligands).

Next, each protein-ligand complex was assigned as a Singleton

or COLIG. Singletons are those whose ligand is found in a pro-

tein pocket such that none of its heavy atoms are in contact

(< 4.5 Å) with another ligand’s heavy atoms. Multi-Lig PDB

structures are a subset of Singletons for which the protein

binds multiple ligands, where each ligand binds to a different

pocket. Thus, no pair of ligands has any of its ligand heavy

atoms in contact. COLIGs are those cases when the protein is

co-crystallized with multiple ligands that simultaneously bind

in the same pocket with at least one heavy atom contact (<

4.5 Å) between ligands.

Pocket detection and volume calculation

For each protein structure, all of its pockets are detected by

the CAVITATOR pocket detection algorithm as described in Ref.

28. CAVITATOR assigns a residue to a pocket when there is at

least one opposing residue across pocket. That is, residues

associated with ledges are excluded.

The bottom residues in each pocket (Supporting Informa-

tion Figure S1) are identified as follows: If there are less than

20 residues in the pocket, all are taken as bottom of pocket

residues. If there are more than 20 residues in the pocket, the

bottom 20 residues are obtained as follows: For each pocket,

the pocket associated lattice sites on a cubic lattice whose

grid spacing is 1 Å (solvent lattice sites lie between at least

one pair of pocket residues) are determined. Then, the set of

interfacial sites adjacent to the pocket associated sites are

determined. Next, for all of the residues that line the pocket,

the distance of each pocket residue to the each of the interfa-

cial sites is calculated and ranked. The minimum distance of

each residue to an interfacial site is calculated, and these mini-

mum distances rank ordered. The subset of pocket lining resi-

dues whose minimum distance is the largest defines the

bottom residues. Bottom pocket lattice sites are those within

5 Å of a bottom residue.

Pocket occupancy

Ligands are mapped to the bottom lattice sites as follows:

Each heavy atom is mapped to the closest cubic lattice grid

point as all lattice sites within 2 Å. The pocket occupancy (PO)

is the fraction of bottom pocket sites occupied by the

ligand(s) divided by the total number of bottom lattice sites.

Protein–ligand and ligand–ligand interaction calculations

LPC software[29] was used to classify and assign the interac-

tions to four major classes: Hydrogen bonds (HB), Aromatic-

Aromatic, Hydrophobic-Hydrophobic, Hydrophilic-Hydrophilic.

To avoid over counting, the interactions for COLIG complexes

were decomposed into protein-ligand1, protein-ligand2, and

ligand1-ligand2.

Data sets

Non redundant data sets for the follow situations were pre-

pared: (a) proteins alone, (b) ligands alone, (c) Singletons (pro-

tein 1 one ligand per pocket), and (d) COLIGs

(protein 1 multiple ligands in each protein). Each of these

cases is described below in detail:

a. Proteins alone: Protein clusters were obtained from RCSB

statistics[27] prepared using BLASTClust[30,31] at seven

sequence identity cutoffs (100, 90, 50, 40, and 30%).

b. For Ligands, the similarity between two ligands was cal-

culated using the Tanimoto coefficient obtained from

Open Babel’s FP2 fingerprint.[32] Next, ligands were

assigned to clusters using single-linkage clustering at five

Tanimoto coefficient (TM) cutoffs: 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.75, 0.7.
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c. For Singletons (protein 1 one ligand per pockets), we

combined the clustering results from (a) and (b). Two

Singletons are considered similar only if both the

sequence identity of the proteins and the TM of their

ligands are more than the sequence identity and TM

thresholds, respectively. We used all possible combina-

tions (25) of sequence identity and TM thresholds men-

tioned in (a) and (b).

d. We used the same metrics as Singletons to define similar

COLIGs. Two COLIGs are similar if their respective protein

and both ligands meet the criteria for sequence identity

and TM thresholds, respectively.

The full set of clustering results can be found at: http://

cssb2.biology.gatech.edu/JCC-COLIG/

Results

As shown in Figure 1, there are three possible scenarios for

ligand binding in a given pocket: There are Singletons, where

a single ligand binds to a given pocket and there is only one

ligand bound per protein. As proteins can contain more than

one ligand binding pocket whose shape and volume can

accommodate at least a single ligand, there are Multi-Lig pro-

teins where multiple ligands are bound. Yet each pocket con-

tains a single ligand. For sufficiently large pockets, there is the

case when it contains two or more ligands in the same pocket

which interact with the protein, but not with each other. We

term these Antisocial Ligands (but since these are like Single-

tons we do not focus on them here). Finally, there are COLIGs,

where a given pocket contains two or more ligands that inter-

act with each other and the protein.

The canonical intuitive view is that most ligands interact

with proteins as Singletons. However, there is also the recogni-

tion, particularly for enzymes that cofactors might be Multi-

Ligs or implicitly COLIGs. But little attention has been paid in

the past to COLIGs in general. Indeed, the motivation for their

examination was provided by a thermodynamic analysis of the

binding of methotrexate and other DHFR inhibitors to DHFR,

the results of which we present next.

COLIGs of DHFR formed by folate analogues binding with

NADPH

As shown in Figure 2, analysis of the structure of the ternary

complex of E. coli DHFR bound to NADPH and methotrexate,

MTX, indicates that that the inhibitor shares 34.5 Å2 of the

binding surface with NADPH. This constitutes 7% of its total

binding surface (contact surfaces with the protein and

NADPH). Interestingly there are around a dozen cases in the

PDB where MTX interacts with NAP/NDP; the resulting contact

surfaces range between 30 and 100 Å2. Thus, it would not be

unreasonable to expect that there is a favorable interaction

free energy between MTX and NADPH that serves to further

stabilize the ternary complex of protein, MTX and NADPH. This

is seen Figure 3 for the thermal melting of the protein in the

combined presence of both cofactor and the inhibitor. Not

only is there an increased stability when MTX (NSC740) binds

to the protein and NADPH as compared to MTX binding to

the protein alone (Fig. 3a) but a similar effect is seen with oth-

er DHFR inhibitors (NSC309401), Figure 3b and NSC 339578,

Figure 3c. The non-additive increase in melting temperature

Tm is clearly shown in Table 1.

How frequent are COLIGs?

As of July 2016, there were 92,437[27] structures co-crystallized

with at least one of the 21,166 ligands of the Ligand Expo[26]

dataset. After filtering the raw dataset as described in Meth-

ods, there 36,117 unique PDB-IDs (PDB_ID 1 chain_ID). Next,

based on the total number of ligands in each PDB entry, we

examined how many are Singletons, Multi-Ligs, and COLIGs.

Our analysis finds 32,347 Singletons, 2135 Multi-Ligs, and 3900

COLIGs with unique PDB-IDs. To reduce bias due to over

counting the same or highly similar homologs, we show the

statistics for each case in Table 2. Irrespective of sequence

identity, the probability of observing a COLIG in a holo protein

is 0.12 to 0.16, when normalized by the total number of COL-

IGs plus Singletons. Considering the difficulty in co-crystallizing

Figure 1. Cartoon representation of different members of holo protein

database. In the Singleton (left) case, the protein (orange) binds one ligand

(blue) in its pocket. Multi-Ligs (middle) are proteins having more than one

Singleton ligand (cyan and green) bound to a protein (magenta). COLIGs

(right) are a subset of holo PDBs that have at least two ligands (yellow and

red) in the same pocket that are in contact with each other. [Color figure

can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 2. Structure of MTX (right) with NADPH (left) (PDB_ID: 4P68). The

protein is shown in a cartoon representation and the ligands are shown in

a space-filling representation. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlineli-

brary.com]
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ligands and the bias toward solving Singleton structures, this

is likely a lower bound for the fraction of COLIGs in nature.

Table 2 also shows the overlap between proteins that are

both COLIG and Singletons. This overlap fraction varies any-

where from 0.48 and grows to 0.76 as the sequence threshold

is reduced (when distant homologs are considered). This sug-

gests that the majority of proteins can use their pocket to

bind more than one ligand at the same time.

How many proteins that bind multiple ligands are COLIGs?

Another interesting question that can be answered using Table

2 is that given a protein structure solved with more than one

ligand (Multi-Ligs 1 COLIGs), what would be the probability

that the ligands bind in the same pocket and form COLIGs?

The answer, which is the ratio (NCOLIGs/(NCOLIGs 1 NMulti-Ligs)

varies between 0.57 to 0.62 based on the different sequence

identity thresholds, a surprisingly non negligible number.

Are COLIGs restricted to enzymes and must one of the

ligands in a COLIG be an enzyme cofactor?

It is well known that cofactors interact with their substrate and

are often required for enzymatic catalysis.[33] However, our

analysis clearly shows that we have non-cofactor complexes in

non-enzymatic (no assigned EC number) proteins. In COLIGs, for

35% of the ligand–ligand complexes, neither of the ligands are

cofactors nor nucleotides (the list of cofactors and nucleotides

used in this analysis is provided in the Supporting Information,

Table S2). For Singletons, this percentage is 74%. With respect

to PDB proteins that bind ligands, for COLIGs, 27% are not

enzymes and for Singletons 39% are not enzymes. Thus, we

conclude that COLIGs are not restricted to enzymes and their

associated cofactors; rather the phenomenon of multiple inter-

acting ligands binding in the same pocket is more general.

We further surveyed Pfam[34] to assess the protein families

of COLIG proteins. As of September 2016, there were 7957

protein families recognized by Pfam. COLIG proteins covered

776 (10%) of these families while Singleton proteins covered

2779 (34%). Considering that the total number of Singleton

proteins is seven times larger than COLIG proteins, it is not

unreasonable to conclude that COLIG proteins cover an

acceptable fraction (29%) of known holo protein families.

Are the ligands involved in COLIGs special?

Having shown that COLIGs are not limited to a group of pro-

teins and are relatively abundant, we now examine if COLIGs

Table 1. Non-additive increase in thermal shifts of DHFR with inhibitor addition in the presence of NADPH.[a]

NSC ID DTm with 100 lM NADPH DTm with 100 lM inhibitor DTm with 100 lM NADPH 1inhibitor Non-Additive DTm

NSC740 57.85 6 0.25 64.40 6 0.19 71.16 6 0.18 0.91

NSC309401 57.85 6 0.25 64.33 6 0.18 72.16 6 0.15 1.98

NSC339578 57.85 6 0.25 61.95 6 0.21 68.64 6 0.17 0.84

[a] The Tm for protein alone control is �528C.

Figure 3. DSF curves and their first derivatives for E. coli DHFR in the presence inhibitors belonging to the pyrroloquinazoline and diaminopteridine class

of compounds. a) DSF curves for NSC740, MTX. b) DSF curves for NSC309401, AMPQD. c) DSF curves for NSC339578. The Gaussian fit of the first derivatives

are given in d)–f ). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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involve a particular class of ligands. To address this issue, we

counted the number of ligands with unique ligand IDs given

by the PDB. There are 2132 and 12,753 unique ligands in COL-

IGs and Singletons, respectively. To remove contributions from

very similar ligands, we measured the similarity between

ligands as described in Methods and reported the numbers for

various Tanimoto coefficient thresholds in Table 3.

Irrespective of the Tanimoto threshold, there is always 0.38

to 0.43 overlap between Singletons and COLIG ligands. In oth-

er words, �40% of the ligands have been observed in both

Singletons and COLIGs. However, this significant between the

overlapping and non-overlapping ligands resides in the num-

ber of PDB structures solved with that particular ligand. For

overlapped cases, the average number of deposited structures

(at different TM thresholds) is 24 6 21, while the count for

non-overlapping ones is 1.6 6 0.2. This simply indicates that

just as most proteins could bind as COLIGs, the majority of

ligands can also serve as participant in COLIGs.

Examples of COLIGs in the PDB

In Figure 4, we present four examples of COLIGs taken from

the PDB and discuss them in some detail. Figure 4a shows the

structure of the Clostridium botulinum C3 Exoenzyme complex

in contact with ADP and NIR (3-(aminocarbonyl)-1-((3r,4s,5r)-

3,4-dihydroxy-5-methyltetrahydro-2-furanyl) pyridinium)[35] with

20 heavy atom contacts between them. The deposited struc-

ture has one chain with only ADP and another with both ADP

and NIR, indicating that part of the binding pocket for NIR is

made as a result of ADP binding. Figure 4b presents the struc-

ture of farnesyltransferase in complex with benzofuran (NH7)

inhibitor and Farnesyl Diphosphate (FPP).[36] In this case, NH7

acts as the inhibitor and has 33 heavy atom contacts with FPP.

Figure 4c shows the structure of E. coli XGPRT bound to

CPRPP and Xanthine[37] with 14 heavy atom contacts between

the ligands. Xanthine and CPRPP are substrates of this protein

which will turn into Guanosine-50-monophosphate via an enzy-

matic reaction. This is a case where the protein is the enzyme

and the COLIGs are its substrates. As we mentioned these

cases are subset of COLIG classes and COLIGs are not only lim-

ited to enzymes.

Finally, Figure 4d shows the concept of a COLIG used by

human GARTfase. The complex in this case is made of 10-(tri-

fluoroacetyl)-5,10-dideazaacyclic-5,6,7,8-tetrahydrofolic acid (an

experimental drug) and Glycinamide Ribonucleotide (GAR)

sharing 20 heavy atom contacts.

What part of the pocket is occupied by singletons and

COLIGs?

It is well known that ligands often bind to concave surfaces,

viz., pockets. However, where does the ligand bind within this

concave surface? To answer this question, we defined the

bottom of pockets as described in Methods. Our results see Fig-

ure 5A show (Figure 5a) that ligands mainly bind at the pocket

bottom. COLIGs and Singletons of 93% and 83%, respectively,

bind to the bottom of the pocket. This is the region that ligand

binding prediction should focus on. Another interesting obser-

vation (Figure 5b) is that ligands tend to bind to the largest

pocket. In 76% of the COLIGs and 64% of Singletons, ligands

chose the pocket with the largest volume to bind to. Our

results suggest that these pocket properties (Pocket rank of

pocket based on size and the deepest part of the pocket) can

play an essential role in detecting druggable pockets.

Table 2. Statistics of the number of PDB structures with Singletons,

Multi-Ligs, and COLIGs at different sequence identity thresholds.[a]

Sequence identity <100% <90% <50% <40% <30%

Singleton 14263 9287 7230 6227 5047

Multi-Lig 1199 967 846 783 696

COLIG 1954 1439 1227 1093 933

Overlap of COLIG &

Singletons

913

(0.47)

902

(0.63)

848

(0.69)

790

(0.72)

704

(0.76)

[a] Numbers in parenthesis indicate the ratio of overlapped-COLIG-

Singletons to the total number of COLIGs at the given sequence identi-

ty threshold.

Table 3. Statistics of the number of Singleton and COLIG ligands at dif-

ferent Tanimoto coefficient thresholds.[a,b]

Tanimoto coefficient <1.0 <0.9 <0.8 <0.75 <0.70

Singleton 11262 9199 6950 5893 4834

COLIG 1838 1466 1056 881 705

Overlap of COLIG &

singletons[b]
698

(0.38)

586

(0.40)

450

(0.43)

381

(0.43)

305

(0.43)

COLIG pairs 3364 3162 2913 2797 2649

[a] COLIG pairs are assigned to the same cluster only if both ligands

meet the similarity threshold with another COLIG pair. [b] The number

in parentheses indicates the ratio of overlapped-COLIG-Singletons to

the total number of COLIGs at the given TM threshold.

Figure 4. Examples of COLIGs in the PDB. a) Structure of the Clostridium

Botulinum C3 Exoenzyme complex in contact with ADP (cyan) and NIR

(green) (PDB_ID: 1GZF). b) Structure of farnesyltransferase (PDB_ID: 2ZIR) in

complex with NH7 (green), FPP (cyan). c) Structure of E. Coli XGPRT

(PDB_ID: 1A96) in complex with PCP (cyan) and XAN (green). d) Structure

of human GARTfase (PDB_ID: 1RBY) in complex with KEU (green) and GAR

(cyan). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Fraction of the volume of the pocket bottom occupied by

singletons and COLIGs

To address this issue, we introduce the concept of PO as

described in Methods. Our results (Fig. 6a) show that for the

majority (�80%) of cases less than 40% of the pocket is utilized

by Singletons, with an average PO of 0.30 6 0.23. Fig. 6b shows

an example in which only 22% of the pocket is used by the

ligand. For COLIGs the PO shifts toward higher occupancy val-

ues, and on average, 0.43 6 0.27 of pockets are occupied by the

ligands. Now let us focus on the absolute value of pocket vol-

ume (PV), we find that the PV for COLIGs and Singletons have

very similar values: 756 6 451 Å3 and 774 6 86 Å3, respectively.

Therefore, the difference in PO is the result of different absolute

values of occupied volumes in COLIGs (281 6 151 Å3) and Sin-

gletons (170 6 107 Å3) and not the difference in the volumes of

COLIG and Singleton pockets. Finally, considering the average

PO for Singletons and COLIGs, we estimate that more than 80%

of proteins have a pocket that satisfies the volume requirement

to form COLIGs. We would like to point out that the results

remain the same at different similarity threshold for both

ligands and proteins (Supporting Information Figure S2).

Comparison of ligand–ligand and ligand–protein interaction modes

To address this issue, as described in Methods, we examined

the nature of the ligand–ligand and ligand–protein contacts

for COLIGs. Figure 7a shows the distribution of the contact

surface areas. To have comparisons of relatively similar sizes,

we looked at the ligand–residue interaction and compared it

to ligand–ligand interactions. The contact surface area

between ligands, ligand–ligand, (55 6 33 Å2) is on average

twice as large as that between ligand and residue surfaces

(24 6 19 Å2). Considering that bottom pockets are comprised

of 10–20 amino acids the total surface area of ligand–protein

interactions will be roughly 5–10 times more than ligand–

ligand. Although the ligand–ligand contact surface is almost

twice of an average ligand-residue, still the majority of ligand’s

contact surface comes from ligand–protein interactions. Next,

we categorized the interactions into four major groups: HB,

Aromatic-Aromatic contacts (Arom), Hydrophobic (Phob), and

destabilizing hydrophilic-hydrophilic contacts (DC). The sub-

plot of Figure 7b shows the fraction of each of these interac-

tions types for ligand–ligand and ligand–protein interactions.

COLIGs clearly show a factor of 3–4 times enrichment for aro-

matic–aromatic interactions for ligand–ligand interactions com-

pared to ligand-residue ones. We have further analyzed the

interaction types in detail by considering all the combinations

of the mentioned four interactions (Fig. 7b). The interaction

decomposition again shows that aromatic–aromatic interac-

tions are more favored in ligand–ligand interactions indepen-

dent of other interaction types. This suggests the importance

of aromatic–aromatic interactions.

Figure 5. a) 2D-histogram of full pocket occupancy versus bottom pocket occupancy. b) Fraction of ligands binding to pockets ranked by their volume

size for Singletons (green) and COLIGs (magenta). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 6. a) Probability density distribution and cumulative fraction of bottom pocket occupancy, PO, for COLIGs (magenta) and Singletons (green). b)

Example from the Singleton (PDB_ID: 2A3A) set whose PO is 22%. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Conclusions

In this study, we have introduced the concept of COLIGs

whereby at least two interacting ligands bind to the same

pocket of a protein. We began by providing experimental

results which show that Folate analogues which bind to the

NADPH-bound binary form of the enzyme are COLIGs. Analysis

of the ternary complex structure of E. coli DHFR with metho-

trexate and NADPH shows that the contact surface of 34.5 Å2

(7% of the total contact surface) significantly stabilizes the

enzyme. It is interesting to point out that more than 80% of

COLIGs have greater than 34.5 Å2 ligand–ligand surface area.

Based on the particular sequence identity threshold, between

47 and 76% of ligands in the current holo protein database form

COLIGs. That is, COLIGs are surprisingly prevalent. As on average

only 30% of a pocket is utilized and considering the average PO

of COLIGs, 85% of pockets meet the volume requirement to form

a COLIG pocket. Thus, COLIGs may even be more prevalent in

nature that the estimates that are provided here.

We would also like to point out that more than half (35%) of

COLIG complexes are formed without the presence of a known

cofactor. In addition, not all of the proteins that have COLIGs are

enzymes. In fact, 27% of them are not (e.g., transferases). This num-

ber for the Singleton set was 39%. As might be expected there is a

bias in holo structures toward proteins that are enzymes, with

COLIGs being somewhat enriched relative to Singletons.

From the ligand perspective, (based on different Tanimoto

coefficient clustering thresholds) 42–48% of ligands are found

in both the Singleton and COLIG sets. Thus, there is nothing

unique about the ligands that participate in a COLIG. One pos-

sible explanation why the remaining 52–58% of ligands are

not also found as Singletons might be because of the small

number of deposited holo structures in the PDB. However,

based on our analysis of the nature of the driving forces to

form COLIGs, we find that aromatic–aromatic interactions

dominate. Ligand pairs lacking the possibility of forming stabi-

lizing aromatic interactions might be underrepresented in COL-

IGs. This important issue needs to be further examined in the

future.

Previous studies have shown that one protein-one ligand is

an overly simplified explanation.[20,38,39] Here, we would like to

take one step further and suggest that the notion of one

pocket-one ligand is at best only partly true. One can imagine

that in vivo under the crowded conditions COLIGs might be

even more frequent. In fact, nature might have used COLIGs

to enhance interaction specificity. They might play a significant

role in the regulation of biochemical processes. COLIGs also

represent a promising approach to drug discovery as targeting

COLIGs could provide an extra level of specificity. Knowing

that certain metabolites are over expressed in a tissue (e.g.,

cancer cells), one can design drugs that form COLIGs with

those metabolites, therefore increasing their binding affinity

only in these over expressed tissues. Finally, as COLIGs are sig-

nificantly stabilized by ligand–ligand contacts and contact

additional protein residues relative to Singletons, their binding

might be more resistant to protein mutations. These and relat-

ed issues will be explored in greater detail the near future.
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Figure 7. a) Probability density distribution and cumulative fraction of contact surface for ligand-residue (blue) and ligand–ligand (orange) contacts. b)

Fraction of each interaction type; HB, Aromatic (Arom), Hydrophobic (Phob) and destabilizing hydrophilic-hydrophilic contacts (DC) for ligand-residue (blue)

and ligand–ligand (orange). A four bit vector represents the combinations of these contacts, 1 (0) indicating the presence (absence) of a particular interac-

tion type. The order of the interactions from left to right is HB, Arom, Phob, and DC. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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